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downloads 43 reviews free Champion Cars Mac.Q: Use of undeclared identifier autorelease I was taking a look at some code
written by somebody else and it seems like they are using undeclared identifier autorelease. The code of the method is: -(void)
doSomething: (id) object{ if([object isKindOfClass: [object class]]) { [object performSelector: @selector(doSomething)]; }
else{ [[object class] performSelector: @selector(doSomething)]; } } I am using iOS 4.2. Does anybody have any idea why they
are using [object class] instead of object to get the class of the object and this syntax autoreleased and why? A: it's because
"autorelease" won't work on a class name. It should be replaced with [object class] or some other explicit reference to the
object's class. A: In case of a call on a class instance, the class is copied to the caller and retained (if you call retain, you don't
need the [autorelease] in the caller). If the caller is deallocated, the class instance is also deallocated. So there is no point in
autoreleasing it. The effect is that you do not need to call [object release], so that [object autorelease] is unnecessary. It also
makes sense to call [object release] if the caller itself is [autorelease]d. So it is legal to chain method calls: [object
doSomething]; [object doSomething]; [object doSomething]; In the second [object doSomething], there is no other object
(apart from [object self]) to retain the class of the first [object doSomething] (it only has to retain the class of the second
[object doSomething] to be able to copy it) and to deallocate it (so there is no need to release it, because it will be deallocated
anyway when
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